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T-00s and DIP Reports

John Rothermel
Stewart Title Guaranty Company

Senior Vice President, SW States Regional 
Underwriting Counsel, Senior Underwriter

Definition of Terms
• DIP Report: directly issued issued policy report. Provides 

information about the number, location and obtaining of 
title evidence on transactions outside the licensed 
county(ies) of agents.

• Directly Issued Policy - A title insurance policy issued 
and countersigned by a duly authorized officer, or 
employee, of a title insurance company, whose principal 
activities performed on behalf of such title insurance 
company take place in one or more designated offices 
maintained by the title insurance company located in the 
State of Texas, and which address is designated in 
writing and placed on file with the Title Insurance Section 
of the Texas Department of Insurance. 

Definition of Terms

• HOI: home office issue policy
– See definition of directly issued policy
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History Lesson

• Modern Title Insurance really started in 
Texas in the 1940s when title insurance 
companies began:
– Texas based agent/underwriters and
– Foreign underwriters 
To look for independent agents to write their 

policies

History Lesson Part 2

• Underwriters have a license to issue 
policies anywhere in the state
– Subject to the plant law:  all polices must be 

based on title evidence from a title plant in the 
county where the land is located.

• Title evidence is both defined by P-1z and the 
subject matter of a pending  Administrative 
Hearing

– So we won’t go further than the working definition above.

History Lesson Part 2
• h. Title Insurance Agent---A person, firm, association or 

corporation owning or leasing and controlling an abstract 
plant or participating in a bona fide joint abstract plant 
operation, and authorized in writing by a title insurance 
company to solicit insurance and collect premiums and 
to issue or countersign policies in its behalf.

i. Abstract Plant---A geographically arranged 
abstract plant, currently kept to date, that is adequate for 
use in insuring titles, so as to provide for the safety and 
protection of the policyholders. An abstract plant as 
further defined in Rule P-12 and as further provided for 
in the Insurance Code, Chapter 2501.003 and Chapter 
2502, must include an abstract plant for each county in 
which a title insurance agent or direct operation 
maintains an office. 
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History Lesson Part 2

• For decades, title folks considered that the 
signing of a policy for an agent that is 
writing a policy on a county other than its 
own was really a simple administrative 
detail. 
– We trust the agent every day in its counties, 

why should it be any different when the 
property is simply in another county?

History Lesson Part 2

• TDI and NAIC began to change the 
language in the 1990s and requiring 
significant information about policies 
actually done by the underwriter in its own 
name: directly issued policy
– Title folks (me) slow to recognize that this shift 

also shifted the regulatory emphasis to the 
definition shown above and the consequence 
that the underwriter was solely responsible for 
all aspects of the directly issued policy. 

History Part 3

• Demographics of Texas have changed
– In the 1950s, 80% of population lived in rural and 

small towns
– By the 1990s, 80% of the population lived in 15 

largest cities.
– But, 80% of the land remains in rural areas and in 

small towns.
• Conveniences became the watchword

– Buyers want to own property in the country; they just 
don’t necessarily want to close their deal there.
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History Part 3

• The changing demographics led to a 
change in the way the business of title 
insurance works.
– Now, Big City Agents (BCA) need evidence 

from Rural Agents 
• But want to get paid for efforts
• Rural Agents maintain title plants and have 

employees and expenses and may not get very 
many large deals a year (decade?)

History Part 4

• So the BCA calls the STA and asks for title 
evidence, within 3 days and I will be 
closing and paying you 20% for the 
evidence.

• STA says “H3LL NO!!”
• BCA calls other STAs and makes the 

same offer.  Someone bites.
• All SMT (small town agents) are P!$$ed.  

History 5

• TDI is pressed on many occasions to 
correct the poaching.  P-22 et seq. 

• TDI has many hearings and after 2 
different hearings adopts and then 
amends P-22 et seq.

• At hearing emotions run high and partial 
truths are told.  In one case a respected 
agent omitted an important fact when 
complaining about a split.
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History 5.5
• Agents story:  we were offered only a small % of 

the premium to search and examine to force us 
to say no and be written around.

• Full story: Agent was offered $10,000 which was 
30% of the premium (rule at the time was 40%) 
and the search period was less than 20 years on 
a ranch owned by a major state university which 
had been previously insured and was in a 
county where very few documents are filed in a 
year.  Search revealed nothing that hadn’t been 
disclosed.

History 5.5.1

• Why wasn’t the whole story told?
– Who knows other than it didn’t serve the 

agent’s need to tell a horror story.

P-22

• The first edition of P-22 et seq. created a directly 
issued policy report that had a life time of about 
10 yrs 
– TDI withdrew since NO ONE HAD EVER 

REQUESTED A COPY OF ONE
• Several years later, the issue is again brought to 

TDI and the Commissioner reinstates the DIP 
report.  (Partially as a result of the ½ true story 
mentioned above). 
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P-22

• However, this time the DIP report 
information is changed to add a couple of 
pieces of information. 
– STG has old report on old computer which 

cannot be fixed and requires manual sorting 
and creating of report.

– Temporary employees and thousands of 
sheets of paper later, we produce DIP reports.

New DIP
• DIP report is now a function of policy accounting 

and manual “DIPping”.
– Do we account for 100%?

• Almost assuredly not
– Do we get most of them?

• Probably so.
– Do we have any TDI problems?

• Oh, yes.  
• Reports take several version to match TDI standards.

– Is TDI unhappy?  In a word, Yes.
– How do we fix the problem?

• Rest of this conference will explain.

TDI weighs in

• TDI makes it known that it is STG’s duty to 
determine that local agent complied with 
P-22 and gets proper title evidence.

• TDI makes it known that DIP report $$$ 
has to match exactly premiums shown on 
Stat Report 

• TDI changes T-00 to have 2 categories
– 0-1-2 but leaves P-58 with just 2 categories

• 1 or 2.  
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How do we comply?

• It took at least 8 meetings of STC, agent 
department, IT department and Legal 
Department to determine who can, who 
should do what.

• Eventually, that job is placed in the SW 
Regional Underwriting office (JFR). 

What do we do?

• Except in emergency situations
– All HOI policies will be signed by

• ASM for the agent who is preparing the policy or
• STC Group Senior Vice President or
• Houston NTS Manager

– All STG Texas Underwriters are also 
authorized to sign but should only do so in 
emergencies.

• Houston management personnel are also 
authorized but should also do so only in 
emergencies

Checklist

• A new form (the checklist) must be 
completed by the person signing the HOI 
policy.
– This form creates a cross check that all 

information is available to create an accurate 
DIP report and provides reasonable 
assurance that

• Title evidence was properly obtained
• Title evidence was properly paid for
• Schedule D was properly filled out
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Reporting for the Report
• When the appropriate signatory signs the policy, 

the matters set out in Section 1 must be 
forwarded to Stewart Title Guaranty Company, 
SW States Regional Underwriting Office, San 
Antonio Texas, within 45 days after the date the 
policy is signed. The information maybe 
transmitted manually or electronically as set out 
below. The person signing the policy and 
forwarding the policy to the SW States Regional 
Underwriting Office certifies that the matters set 
out in Section 2 have been reviewed by the 
signer:

Checklist details
• Section 1 
• [ ]      Agent ID Number for agent preparing policy TDI# 

___________ STG #____________
• [ ] Policy  that has been countersigned.  
• [ ] T-00 signed by each agent desiring to be paid a portion of a 

title insurance premium; with all information completely filled out but 
especially including the following items:

• [] Information from agent requesting payment (Section 1)
• [] Information from Agent issuing policy (Section 2) 
• [] Information  from Agent paying for the work (Section 3) 
• [] GF number assigned by agent paying for the work (Section1 

and Section 3)

What signing means

• The person signing the policy and 
forwarding the policy to the SW States 
Regional Underwriting Office certifies that 
the following matters have been reviewed 
by the signer
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What signing means
• Section 2
• [ ] Copy of signed commitment for title insurance with Schedule D under P-21 

completed as to premiums and premium splits; OR
• [ ] Overlimits form duly signed by the Title Examiner/Chief Title Officer/Closer for 

the Agency preparing  the policy and duly signed by an underwriter for Stewart Title 
Guaranty Company

• AND
• [ ] Proof of payment of the amount set out in the T-00 
• One of the following is acceptable proof of payment:
• [ ] Copy of company check to cooperating agent
• [ ] Transmittal letter to agent providing the evidence, showing payment and sending a 

copy of the policy per P-26.
• [ ] if agreement is for an amount other than a division of premium as set out in P-24, a 

copy of that agreement signed by both agents
• [ ]  if subject to a prior written agreement as provided in P-24, a statement by the 

agent to that effect. 
• [ ]   ASM letter to cooperating agent with copy of policy and statement that if the 

agent has not received payment to let the ASM know.

What signing means

• The person signing the policy will provide 
a copy of the signed policy to each agent 
providing a T-00 as set out above

What signing means

• The person signing the policy will send a 
copy of the policy along with this checklist 
and the required supporting materials to 
the HOI Department at Stewart Title 
Guaranty Company SW States Regional 
Underwriting Office, 10615 Perrin Beitel 
Suite 203, San Antonio Texas 78217 or 
may be transmitted electronically to 
HOISA@stewart.com
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Why would an underwriter care about a 
signed commitment on HOI deals?

• The main purpose of the signed 
commitment is to determine that the 
Schedule D was complete 
– This has been a concern of TDI that if no 

Schedule D is with commitment, it indicates 
that STG (through STC or NTS) may be 
violating paying an agent for title evidence

Seeing that proper evidence was 
obtained

• The ASM or other manager will be responsible 
for determining that a local agent was used for 
obtaining title evidence
– If best evidence is checked on the T-00, the ASM 

must check the TDI records at
– http://www.tdi.state.tx.us/title/indext.html#notices under Licensed 

title agents and direct operation by county  to 
determine if an agent has been newly licensed in that 
county. (Nueces County litigation)

– Must also receive proof that all agents turned down 
the offer 

No passing the buck
• Certification of liability

– This language is contained in the request for 
HOI signature

• This statement is required to confirm with the 
agent that it maintains liability even though the 
policy is being countersigned by STG.

– The agent is responsible for the title evidence it obtains 
and does not shift the burden to the underwriter simply 
because the policy is signed by STG.
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Assuring that P-24 is complied with

• Why is OL or Commitment required
– New requirements are that the commitment 

must be reviewed before any OL approval can 
be made.

– If you get the OL form signed by STG 
underwriter, you are assured that the 
commitment was at least minimally reviewed

Proving that agents get paid
• Why are there 5 acceptable “proofs of payment”

– The idea here is the be competitive in the 
requirements

• A check showing payment is clearly proof
• However, a transmittal letter and signed T-00 is also 

acceptable proof
• A letter agreeing to terms is acceptable 
• A copy of a prior written agreement is also ok

– Suggest that if you are signing many policies a month, 1 letter 
in your file is acceptable since you are certifying that you know 
of the existing of the prior written agreement

• A letter from the ASM transmitting the policy to the co-op 
agent and asking for them to contact you if they didn’t get 
paid is also acceptable.  We will be providing a sample letter 
for your use.

P-26

• The ASM is responsible for providing the 
agent(s) shown on the T-00 with a copy of 
the signed policy. 

• This complies with P-26.
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ID’s

• Please note that on Section 1 of the 
Checklist, both the TDI and STG agent ID 
number are required.
– While not part of the DIP report, this will allow 

the automated cross check with the policy 
services reports to confirm that we have 
caught virtually every HOI policy and reported 
it.

Additional Forms

• Some STC offices are creating a P-58 
form.  
– This form is not required.
– The T-00 is the appropriate form.
– The T-00 must be fully completed and signed.
– The T-00 and the checklist form the basis of 

the DIP report.

Staying Competitive 
• Other than the Request for HOI signature, the 

information/actions required by the agent are not 
substantially increased.
– Commitments are required now for OL forms and can 

be scanned to the STG signatory.
– Payment and policy reporting will be by policies and 

payment made directly to Policy Accounting.
• In order to spread the input over the course of 

the year, Policies, request for signature, T-00s 
and checklist are to be sent to HOI department 
within 45 days after the policy date.
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Binders aren’t policies
• P-58 states that a report of all directly issued 

[sometimes commonly referred to as Home Office 
Issued] policies and the 

• Gross Premium (for policy and all endorsements) and 
limits of liability on each policy issued; 

• A binder is not a policy. “This Binder is preliminary to the 
issuance of the Loan Policy referred to above, and in no 
event shall it be effective after one year from the date set 
forth in SCHEDULE A hereof unless extended in writing 
for a term or terms prescribed by the regulations of the 
Texas Department of Insurance and unless the premium 
of such extension is paid.”

Results of 7 months of reporting

• As of December 30, 2011 and for the 
period beginning May 1, 2011, our office 
processed approximately 5500 HOI 
entries.  

• In the first week of January 2012, we 
received almost 600 additional policies.  

• On an annualized basis, our 2012 DIP 
report should contain entries for about 
9500 policies.

Hopes and dreams

• Over the next year, we have plans that the entire 
DIP report process will finally be truly 
automated.  Our goal is that polices cannot be 
accessed for preparation and delivery without 
over limits approval (as needed) and without a 
confirmation that the property is located in the 
county(ies) for which the agent is licensed. This 
process has been under development for many 
years and is being tested in states with less 
regulations.  
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Hopes and dreams
• TDI regulations are such that they require the 

Stat Report issued by the underwriter to 
correlate with the DIP report. 

• Given that polices are reported to Policy 
Services at a different time than to the DIP 
report section, we are currently uncertain as to 
how much manual correlation will be required.  

• The good news for agents, ASMs and my office 
is that most of that work will be done in 
Houston!! By Financial Accounting.

Hopes and dreams

• T-00 issues at TDI
– You will note that there is a difference 

between the number of evidence types 
available in P-58 (2) and on the T-00 (3).  

– We have asked for P-58 to be modified to 
properly reflect the evidence types on the T-
00. Rules hearing to be held last week of 
February 2012.  We will let you know what 
happens. 

Hopes and dreams

• P-58(7) : Directly Issued Policy "DIP" 
Status Code (Best Evidence = 0; 
Multicounty = 1). 

• T-00: Issue Type: º Out-of-County (2) –
Title Evidence from Texas Agent Multi-
County (1) – Title Evidence from Texas 
Agent º Best Evidence (0) – No title 
evidence from Texas Agent
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No excuses; just statistics

• STG issues approximately 200,000 policies a 
year.  Of that number, it appears that some 
10,000 are issued out of the county for which the 
agent is licensed.

• Each of those 10,000 policies requires a person 
to recognize that it is written outside the 
authority of the agent; obtain information from 
the appropriate source, pay for that evidence 
and comply with P-22-P-26 and report all of that 
to the Company.

No excuses; just statistics

• Then, the policies must be signed by a 
stewart employee, reported to the DIP 
report, sent back to the agent and be 
assured that the cooperating  agent gets a 
copy and got paid 

• And the numbers on the DIP report must 
equal the information on the underwriter’s 
stat report.

No excuses; just statistics

• Are any of us perfect?
– I didn’t think so.

• Could a policy be missed in this process?
– Probably

• Would someone be needing to hide issuance of 
a policy?
– No

• Is there some advantage to hiding a policy?
– No.
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No excuses; just statistics

• So, we need a system that will pull 10,000 
policies out of 200,000 issued (5%) and 
handle each of them perfectly.  Correct

• Will we be perfect?
– Is any one or any system?

• Do we want to be accurate?  YES
• Do we spend time, money and people to 

be accurate YES.  
• Only time will tell.  


